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BACKGROUND ON SLIP METERS
Many types and designs of tribometers, known as slip meters or friction measuring
devices, have been developed over the years. Most are bulky, cumbersome designs and
have limitations or restrictions to fit in an area to be tested. Most are not intended for
actual use in field-testing, but rather are designed for laboratory testing.
Different theories and opinions have filled reports, studies and books for years. There are
debates of what type of friction should be tested but since the beginning of developing
COF test instruments, drag sled static coefficient of friction testing has been around.
Since rulings, recommendations, and laws, regarding unsafe flooring and walkways, have
been changing, our goal has been to simplify the process of measuring the coefficient of
friction within an acceptable range to assist in providing safer walkways for pedestrians,
workers and consumers.
It is important that the operator performing the test, do so in a conscientious manner,
understanding basic test methods and procedures. By so doing, reliable results may be
obtained.
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ASM 825A AND TRACEABILITY
The American Slip Meter Model ASM 825A is designed to quickly test the static
coefficient of friction, using a widely recognized test sensor material, Neolite. Neolite is a
registered trademark of Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. The use of neolite as a test material
is described in ANSI/NFSI B101.0 & ANSI/NFSI B101.1.
APPARATUS: Digital Horizontal Dynomometer Pull Meter
SERIAL NO.: Engraved on Bottom of Meter Sled
WEIGHT:
4.76 lbs. With Sensors Attached
7.38 lbs. Complete Kit/Carrying Case
REFERENCE:
Calibration – NFSI Reference calibration tile using ANSI/NFSI B101.1 test method.
ASTM F2508
Sensors and Preparation – ANSI/NFSI B101.1
Test Procedures - ANSI/NFSI B101.0, B101.1
Terminology - ANSI/NFSI B101.0, ANSI/NFSI B101.1, ASTM F1646
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GAUGE READINGS - ACCEPTED INDUSTRY STANDARDS
The ANSI/NFSI B101.1 Test Method for Measuring Wet SCOF of Common HardSurface Floor Materials calls out for a 0.60 or above for the available traction to be rated
as high traction.
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) calls out, shall be slip-resistant.

The previous OSHA recommendation was 0.50 minimum.
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) when passed
by Congress in July 1992 Title III noted: For all businesses
open to the public. ADA and ATBCB recommends flooring
and walkways have a coefficient of friction level .60 or
above and .80 for ramps.
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CONTROL BUTTONS
ON/OFF (red): POWER button
Always turn off when not in use.

Test (+) / CALIBRATE:
This button controls two (2) phases.
By pressing it, will ACTIVATE or DEACTIVATE a PLUS SIGN (+)
On the left side of the display. PLUS SIGN (+) for testing and NO
PLUS SIGN for calibration.
DRY / WET:
This button is used to indicate the type of test. A mark will be in the
Display next to DRY or WET.
NOTE:
When CALIBRATING, the DRY selection, mark needs to be used.
This is NO + sign on left display and DRY mark on right side.
Example on page 5.
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CALIBRATION
This procedure is to verify and adjust (if needed) the base spring pre load.
Turn on with power button.
Using left side button, deactivate + sign in the left side of display.
Select DRY test.
Stand the slip meter on the end with the black plastic cap. Attach chain with
hook to the end of the shaft.
Slowly lift.
Reading in display should be 1.00 +/- .01
Calibrate within 1% plus or minus.
To decrease, turn shaft clockwise ½ turn at a time.
To increase, turn shaft counter-clockwise ½ turn at a time.
After turning shaft recheck reading.
The electronics calibration is set at the factory and cannot be adjusted in the
field. The meters are calibrated to an NFSI reference calibration tile using
the ANSI/NFSI B101.1 test method. If other calibration procedures are desired, please
contact us at 941-681-2431 or info@americanslipmeter.com
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TEST SENSORS
Your kit contains three sets of screw in feet with Neolite pads glued on. Each set is
numbered with a 1, 2 or 3. Three number 1’s make up the first set and so on. The glue
used is a permanent glue. This is a change if you have used our meters in the past with
the water soluble glue. We suggest the break in sanding be completed on all three sets
prior to testing. With all sets prepared a set can be used for dry, a set for wet and have a
spare set.
Extra sets can be ordered. We recommend to remove the screw in feet prior to placing the
meter in the carrying case.
Note: The glue used is Loctite GO2 GEL
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PREPARATION OF NEW TEST SENSORS
Place 400 grit wet or dry silicon carbide paper on flat surface. With sensors attached,
place slip meter on silicon carbide paper. Holding the slip meter like a block of wood,
pull across the carbide paper in one (1) direction four (4) times. Turn slip meter 90
degrees and repeat four (4) sandings. Continue until you have sanded in all four (4)
directions. New sensors require at least four (4) cycles of this procedure. Clean sensors
before using.
CLEANING SENSORS BEFORE EACH TEST
After initial break-in sanding only one (1) cycle or round of sanding is required. When
sanding is complete, use brush to clean sensors and carbide paper. Clean sensors prior to
each test.
(See page 8 for sanding pictures and additional cleaning instructions)

PREPARING SENSORS FOR WET TESTING
Let the Neolite feet sit in a light layer of distilled water for a minimum of 5 minutes prior
to testing.
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One round of sanding equals all four (4) directions.
New sensors require four (4) or more rounds.
Cleaning sensors require one (1) round.
Always clean sensors when sanding is complete.

Neolite Feet Cleaning Procedure (Revised 08/21/2015)
1) Sand the feet w/ 400 grit wet/dry silicone paper.
2) Brush feet with the enclosed stiff bristle brush.
3) Set spray bottle to stream, spray feet with distilled water.
4) Brush feet with stiff bristle brush.
5) Spray feet with water to rinse.
This procedure was revised to remove more of the sanding grit contamination.
Note: When performing dry testing omit steps 3, 4 & 5 in the Neolite Feet Cleaning
Procedure above.
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TESTING PROCEDURES
With newly prepared or clean test sensors in place, select test, select dry or wet, attach
the nylon monofilament by placing hook into shaft of instrument, set meter gently on
surface to be tested. Holding monofilament at its length, with the monofilament line ring
on index finger, rest palm of hand on surface in direct line with hook (Fig. 1 top of page
10). Control line should be straight and level. Using index finger in ring, slowly curl
index finger in towards palm of hand, applying steady pressure until the meter moves.
Note reading of meter. Press test/calibrate button once to clear the reading and once more
to go back to test mode and repeat this process until you have sampled readings in four
directions rotating the meter 90 degrees each time. Average the four readings and record
this number in the safety log. An unusually high or low reading should be discounted and
another reading taken.
Always clean sensors, by sanding and brushing, before and after each test (test
rotation) to prevent the accumulation of contaminants which are usually present on
floor surfaces.
TESTING DRY SURFACES Loose dirt and other contaminants should be removed or
swept free of area being tested. Floor conditions should always be noted in safety log
with each test. To determine the worst condition, test as is or prior to removing loose dirt
and contaminants, clean tested area and retest for best condition.
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TESTING WET SURFACES
To maintain consistent recordings on wet surfaces, the user needs to be aware
that from the moment a testing device is placed on a wet surface the weight of
the device starts pressuring the moisture out from under the test sensors. The
sooner the test is performed, the more accurate the readings. Floor conditions
should always be noted in the safety log. Hold slip meter in one hand, press reset
button, select wet, attach hook on monofilament line to shaft, place index finger of other
hand in ring of line, set meter on surface and proceed with test to reduce dwell time of the
meter sitting on the surface.
SAFETY LOG
The importance of daily entries in the safety log should not be underestimated,
particularly in customer or public areas. An Example is provided.
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SAFETY LOG - EXAMPLE
Date test being performed.
Location being tested- area of floor or walkway.
If testing a dry area, enter the final reading under dry.
If testing a wet area, enter final reading under wet.
Name or initials of person conducting test.
Check type of sensors material used, Neolite, Leather
Or other. Describe in remarks other sensor material
used.
Enter brief comment. Use back of page for additional
remarks and worksheet.
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SKID RESISTANCE VALUE (SRV) TO COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION (COF)
CONVERSION

This is mostly referred to in countries outside of the US that may call out for a SRV value.
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SOURCE DIRECTORY
American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
11 West 42nd Street, 13th Floor
New York, NY 10036
212-642-4900
www.ansi.org
American Society for Testing and Materials
100 Barr Harbor Drive
West Conshohocken, PA 19428-2959
610-832-9585
www.astm.org
National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI)
P.O. Box 92607
Southlake, TX 76092
817-749-1700
www.nfsi.org
National Safety Council
1121 Spring Lake Drive
Itasca, IL 60143-3201
630-285-1121
www.nsc.org
Ocupational Safety and Health
Administration – OSHA
U.S. N.W.Department of Labor
200 Constitution Ave.,
Washington, D.C. 20210
800-321-6742
www.osha.gov

U.S. Architectural and Transportation
Barriers Compliance Board
Suite 1000, 1331 F. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004-1111
202-272-543
www.access-board.gov
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ASM 825 SLIP METER KIT
1-Sheet of 400 Grit Wet or Dry Silicon Carbide Paper
1-ASM 825A Slip Meter (Digital)
1-Carrying Case
1-Instruction/Info Book
1-Sensor Cleaning Brush
1-Safety Record Log
9-Sensor Retainers (3 Sets)
1-Accessory Container
15-Neolite Sensors (5 Sets)
1-Calibration Chain
*2-Control/Activator Lines

*Replacements at no charge
(Recommend 9 volt Alkaline or Lithium Ion Battery Replacement)
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WARRANTY
One-year defective repair/replacement warranty.
American Slip Meter will repair or replace any unit, which fails due to defects in
manufacturing or workmanship within twelve months of date of original invoice. Units
returned without prior authorization will not be accepted.
American Slip Meter®, Inc.
720 N Indiana Avenue
Englewood, FL 34223-USA
941-681-2431• Fax: 941-681-2487
www.americanslipmeter.com
info@americanslipmeter.com
Copyright © 2016
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